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Abstract

We model the X-ray photoelectron spectrometer and the sample with lumped electrical circuit elements, and simulate various types of
conditions using a widely used computer program (PSpice) and compare the results with experimental measurements. By using the elec-
trical model simulations, the surface voltage and the spectrum can be estimated under various types of external voltage stimuli, and the
zero potential condition can be predicted accurately for obtaining a truly uncharged spectrum. Additionally, effects of several charging
mechanisms (taking place during XPS measurements) on the surface potential could easily be assessed. Finally, the model enables us to
find electrical properties, like resistance and capacitance of surface structures, under X-ray and low-energy electron exposure.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Among the various surface analytical techniques, X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) keeps its pivotal posi-
tion, due to its ability in resolving chemical identity of
atoms, from measured binding energies via the photoemis-
sion process [1]. During data acquisition in XPS, a finite,
measurable, and more or less steady current (0.1–20 nA)
flows from the sample, which usually causes unwanted po-
sitive charging in poorly conducting samples or parts of
surface heterostructures [2–5]. This charging is usually
compensated by a directed flow of low-energy electrons
(or ions) from an external unit (flood-gun) to the sample.
Excessive flooding can also cause negative charging. This
negative charging, dubbed as controlled surface charging
(CSC), has successfully been utilized in deriving some
chemical/physical parameters of surface structures [3–7].
Otherwise, the emphasis, until now, has mostly been on
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recording of the line positions (and intensities) in XPS.
With the exception of a few cases [8–15], incorporation of
electrical measurements for extracting additional informa-
tion has been neglected.

During an XPS measurement, the total current flowing
through a sample is the sum of electrons, going out of the
sample (due to photoemission and secondary electrons),
and into the sample (due to stray electrons or electrons
from the flood-gun). This current can easily be controlled
by an application of a small (0–10 V) external voltage, both
in the form of DC and/or pulses, as it has been reported re-
cently [12–23]. In this work, several parameters effecting
charge compensation and their role(s) in determining the
surface potential has been examined qualitatively, and
modeled by electrical circuit elements using a readily avail-
able computer program, PSpice [24]. The precise estimation
of the surface potential and the corresponding binding en-
ergy shifts have been simulated and compared with experi-
mental measurements on a silicon substrate containing ca.
400 nm oxide layer. The estimation of electrical parameters
using XPS measurements has been reported by various
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groups previously [12–23]. However, we believe that the use
of a computer simulation program for this purpose is re-
ported for the first time.
2. Experimental

A Kratos ES300 electron spectrometer with Mg Ka X-
rays (nonmonochromatic) was used for XPS measure-
ments. Samples were electrically connected both from the
top (oxide layer) and the bottom (silicon substrate) to the
sample holder, which was connected to either a DC power
supply or a function generator externally. Bias voltages
changing from �10 V to 10 V (with 1 V step) are applied
to the sample holder. The current flowing through sample
is measured by a multimeter (Agilent IntuiLink 34401A)
connected to a personal computer. A tungsten electron
gun filament is also introduced to supply low-energy elec-
trons. For time-dependent measurements the bias is
stepped and pulsed. During each pulse 200 measurements,
each with a 10 ms window, are recorded. The voltage is
stepped and pulsed for the next 200 measurements until a
chosen XPS region is completed. Several scans are imple-
mented for signal averaging [21].
3. Results and discussion

During XPS measurements, three types of currents flow
between surroundings and the surface layer as represented
in Fig. 1: (i) X-rays induce photoelectron emission current
and it is represented by Ip; (ii) Is, stemming from the stray
electrons in the vacuum system; and (iii) Ig, electrons emit-
ted from the low-energy electron gun (a simple filament in
our case). These current paths can be modeled by lumped
circuit elements as also shown in Fig. 1. In the equivalent
circuit model, the silicon oxide layer is represented as a par-
allel combination of a resistor and a capacitor. Except for
the Ip, the other two currents are controlled by the external
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the various currents flowing through
the sample during XPS measurements when the sample is stressed
externally, and its equivalent circuit model.
voltage source. Accordingly, the stray electron current path
(Is) is modeled by a series combination of an ideal diode, a
resistor (Rs) and a DC voltage source (Vs). Vs is the mini-
mum oxide voltage (surface voltage) to start the attraction
of the stray electrons to the sample. If the surface voltage
reaches a suitable value (>Vs) the diode turns on. Similarly,
the electron gun current path is represented by a series con-
nection of a diode, resistor (Rg) and another DC voltage
source (Vg). Ip is represented in the circuit by a simple
DC constant current source flowing towards the surface.

To find the various electrical parameters of this model,
three types of electrical and/or XPS measurements are
needed. The first measurement involves recording of the
resultant total current (IT) flowing through the sample
while changing DC voltage levels from �10 V to +10 V
(see Fig. 2a). The total current exhibits two different behav-
iors for the given voltage values. In Region 1, the current
stays nearly constant, which corresponds to the state where
the stray and gun-electrons are repelled off by the negative
bias. This situation is represented in the equivalent circuit
by the off-states of the two diodes. Here, the only current
flowing between the surroundings and the sample is the
photoelectron current (Ip). In Region 2, the current changes
almost linearly with the bias voltage. This condition
corresponds to the state where the electron gun and stray
electron current paths are on. The second type of
measurements involves recording of the binding energy
spectra of the Si4+2p. This corresponds to the two arbi-
trarily chosen points in Region 2 (for example, at +2 V
and +8 V), as also shown in the upper part of Fig. 2a.
By suitable measurements of the currents (IT) and the mea-
sured binding energy positions, the values for all of the cir-
cuit elements can be derived, with the exception of the
capacitance of the oxide layer (Cox). The time-dependent
measurements are needed for this capacitance, as it was
demonstrated in our previous work [21–23]. This procedure
involves recording XPS data in different time-windows of
10 ms after pulsing of the external voltage source, as shown
in Fig. 2b. The time constant can be obtained after extract-
ing the binding energy positions with respect to time by fit-
ting an exponential curve.

Measurements for the thick silicon oxide layer of
400 nm yield the corresponding equivalent circuit parame-
ters given in Table 1, which are obtained from the PSpice
Schematics program [24]. Rg is very small compared to
Rs, which indicates that the stray electron flow is negligible
compared to the electron gun current flow. This means that
the dominant mechanism of charge compensation is due to
the electron gun current.

An important advantage of using the equivalent circuit
model and simulation is the assessment of the factors con-
tributing to the experimentally derived parameters. For
example, the time-dependent measurements shown in Figs.
2b and 3b reveal a time constant (s) of the entire system
that is related to the capacitance of the oxide through

s ¼ Cox � ðRox==Rs==RgÞ



Fig. 2. (a) The measured total current flowing through the sample as a function of the external DC voltage and the Si2p peak recorded for +2 V and +8 V,
respectively. (b) The schematics of the pulsing procedure and the recorded 200 time-resolved spectra of the Si2p with 10 ms time-windows.

Table 1
Equivalent circuit parameters found for a thick silicon oxide layer of
400 nm

Rox (MX) Cox (nF) Rs (MX) Vs (V) Rg (MX) Vg (V) Is (nA)

1.4 140 135 �5.25 1.5 1.39 40

Fig. 3. (a) The measured and simulated current passing through the sam
(b) The measured B.E. shift of the Si2p peak as a function of time and the si
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Hence, not only the resistance of the oxide, but also all
other resistances have to be taken into account to obtain
a meaningful capacitance value.

After determining the equivalent circuit parameters in-
volved, several simulations have been carried out and com-
pared with measurements during data recording, in which
ple, after application of a square pulse going from �10 V to +10 V.
mulated Vox.
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an input voltage pulse changing from �10 V to 10 V was
applied. In Fig. 3a, the total current measurements and
the result of the simulation are shown. In Fig. 3b, the mea-
sured shift in the position of the Si2p peak is compared
with the binding energy spectra of the oxide (Vox), using
the values obtained from Table 1. As it can easily be gath-
ered from these figures, the agreement between simulations
and measured parameters is remarkable. Our measure-
ments have also been extended to cases where an RC net-
work circuit was purposely added externally to the
system to yield a perfect match between the measurements
and simulations.

The Rox and Cox values derived from our measurements
and those derived from the known geometry of the oxide
layer (400 nm · 4 mm · 8 mm) should not be compared,
because the XPS derived values are related with trapping
and detrapping of the holes in the valence band of the
oxide under X-ray and low-energy electron exposure. A sim-
ilar XPS derived measurement was recently reported by
Cohen as 0.83 MX/nm for the silicon oxide layer which is
in the same order of magnitude as ours [12].

One of the important applications of the equivalent cir-
cuit simulations can be the prediction of the zero surface

potential condition, i.e. to estimate the case where measure-
ments are carried out in the truly neutralized state of the
sample. Accordingly, the zero surface potential is defined
as the point where the applied voltage is cancelled by the
IR drop at the surface

V oxðV extÞ ¼ V ext � Rox � ITðV extÞ ¼ 0

This condition is fulfilled when an external voltage of
+0.65 V is applied to our sample.

Equivalent circuit simulations can also be used to accu-
rately estimate the effects of changing various types of
experimental parameters on the surface potential. For in-
stance, it was predicted by Cazaux that doubling the X-
ray flux would not necessarily double the surface potential
[10,11]. This was easily checked by our simulation by dou-
bling Ip, and the result was as estimated; the corresponding
recorded shift was less than double.

4. Conclusions

In summary, by using a readily available PSpice simula-
tion program, it is possible to derive information related to
electrical parameters of surface structures and/or the XPS
spectrometers in use. In this contribution, a simple Si oxide
system for demonstrating the feasibility of the simulations
was chosen. However, it is obvious that it can easily be ex-
tended to more complex and heterogeneous surface struc-
tures. It is also possible to extend these measurements/
simulations for accurate estimations of the surface poten-
tial(s) for various types of stimuli (sinusoidal, square-wave,
saw-tooth, etc.) for extracting time-dependent and/or tran-
sient response. This can also be applied to estimate the ef-
fects of different experimental conditions like X-ray flux,
presence or absence of electron gun, etc. Finally, this elec-
trical modeling approach can be adopted to other surface
analysis techniques like AES or SEM.
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